Craft Stash – Creative Dies Designs- Feathers
Technique: heat embossing/simple watercolor Level: Beginner /Intermediate

TIME 30 minutes or less
Finished card is 5 x 7 inches
STAMPS:-
Craft Stash – Creative Dies Designs
– Feathers
Altenew – Fresh Freesia

INKS:
Distress Oxide Peacock Feathers
VersaMark (for heat embossing)
Gamsai Tambi Watercolors

ACCESSORIES:
Heat Tool
Ranger Static Pouch
Simon Says Stamp – White & Black Embossing Powder
Paint Brush or water brush
Perfect Pearls – White
Distress Sprayer
Pretty Pink Posh Sugar Plum Mix
Tim Holtz Tonic Paper Cutter
1/4” Score it Tape
Foam Tape

CARD STOCK AND DESIGNER PAPER – in inches:
Simon Says Black cardstock 7 x 10 score and fold at 5 – card base
Tonic – Silver Silk cardstock 4-3/4 x 6-3/4 – mat
Simon Says Black cardstock 4 x 6 – mat for art piece
¼ x 5-1/2 – strip down left side of art piece
Tonic Silver Silk cardstock 1/8 x 5-1/2 – strip down left side of art piece
Watercolor Paper 3-3/4 x 5-1/2 – art piece
Simon Says Black cardstock 1 x 2-1/2 – sentiment

DIRECTIONS:

1. Use the Misty to stamp the image in Versamark ink onto the watercolour paper.
2. Cover with black embossing powder, shake off the excess and heat set.
3. Use the Gansai Tambi watercolor paint to paint the image and add highlights.
4. Use the Ranger mini Blending tool with the Distress Oxide Ink Peacock Feathers and sponge the left side of the art piece.
5. Make a shimmer mist with the Perfect Pearls and Water inside the Distress Sprayer, cover the feather and then splatter the shimmer mist with a paintbrush over the sponged area. Dab up with a tissue to create the distressed background look. (I show you how in the video).
6. When the art piece is dry attach it to the mat with Scor Tape, add the two pieces down the left side.
7. Add the Tonic Silver Silk design paper to the card base.
8. Attach the art piece with Foam Tape to add dimension to the card.
9. White Heat emboss the sentiment on a black cardstock scrap left over from cutting out the card.
10. Use Foam Tape to attach the sentiment in the bottom left corner.
11. Embellish with Pretty Pink Posh Sugar Plum Mix, or Nuvo Crystal Drops.
12. Clean the stamps with the Shammy.

Happy Stamping

Here are the supplies used in today’s Masculine Feather Card. Where available I use Compensated Affiliate Links, which means if you make a purchase through my link, I receive a small commission at no extra cost to you. Thank you so very much for your support, it helps to keep my blog and YouTube channel running and I truly appreciate it.

Creative Dies Die & Stamp Set...
Altenew - Fresh Freesia Stamp Set
Zig Kuretake Gansai Tambi 36 COLOR SET
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Tim Holtz 8.5 X 11 DISTRESS...
[Ranger Distress Oxide Ink Pad 3in x...]
Ranger Mini Ink Blending Tool | Pack...

Craft Perfect by Tonic Studios A4...
Tim Holtz Tonic MAXI GUILLOTINE...
Tonic SILVER SILK Luxury Embossed A4...

Simon Says Stamp Card Stock 100#...
Tsukineko Versamark EMBOSSES INK PAD...
Simon Says Stamp EMBOSSSING POWDER...
Simon Says Stamp Embossing Powder...
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Precision Heat Embossing Tool Gun...
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Ranger ANTI STATIC POUCH ink62332
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Tombow MONO MULTI Liquid Glue Two...
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Scor-Tape 1/8 Inch Crafting Tape
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Scor-Tape 1/4 Inch Crafting Tape
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Scor-Tape 1/2 Inch Crafting Tape
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3M Scotch DOUBLE-SIDED FOAM TAPE...
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Simon Says Stamp BIG MOMMA FOAM TAPE...
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Pretty Pink Posh SUGAR PLUM Jewels Mix
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Nuvo by Tonic Studios Grande Crystal...
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Tonic CRUSHED GRAPES GLOSS Nuvo...
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MINI MISTI PRECISION STAMPER Stamping...
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Ranger Perfect Pearls CONFETTI WHITE...
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Tim Holtz DISTRESS SPAYER Ranger 4...
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Tonic PAINT BRUSHES Nuvo 972n
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Yasutomo POINTED NIB MEDIUM WATER...
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